Experimental and theoretical approach to the sodium decanoate-dodecanoate mixed surfactant system in aqueous solution.
The mixed system consisting of two anionic surfactants of identical headgroups but with 10 and 12 carbon atoms on the hydrophobic tail, sodium decanoate (C(10)Na) and sodium dodecanoate (C(12)Na), has been studied in aqueous solution at 298.15 K by means of conductivity and fluorescence spectroscopy experiments and from a theoretical point of view. The monomeric and micellar phases of the mixed aggregates were analyzed through the experimental determination of the total critical micelle concentration, cmc*, the degree of ionization of the mixed micelle, beta, and the total aggregation number, N*. Results indicate that, compared to the ideal behavior, the mixed system with two anionic surfactants differing only in two methylenes in the hydrophobic tail shows a negative deviation in the cmc* and a positive one in N*. Pure surfactants (C(10)Na and C(12)Na) form spherical micelles, but mixed micelles must aggregate with a rodlike shape to allow more surfactant molecules than expected. In addition, rodlike micelles result in more compacted aggregation (i.e., less area per polar head). From the experimental data in this work, several theoretical models for mixed surfactant systems have been checked: Rubingh's model predicts lower deviations from ideality than Motomura's model. The stability of the micelles has been analyzed by computing the standard Gibbs energy of micelle formation, Delta G(mic,0), of pure and mixed micelles. Results of this work reinforce the feature that mixed systems formed by alkylsurfactants with the same polar head that differ in the hydrocarbon length, usually admitted as roughly ideal systems, may show nonideal behavior. This deviation, being mostly related to the difference in the chain length, Delta n(c), between surfactants can be analyzed only when very accurate experimental techniques as well as adequate theoretical models are used.